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Challenge

- ABAP code that needed to be assessed without
additional human resources
- Multiple SAP Landscapes that held critical business
data
- No visibility of actual vulnerabilities
- Integration of SAP data into ArcSight
- Legal obligation to establish audit logging

Solution - Next generation Cybersecurity for SAP

Deployment of actionable intelligence showing actual
threats, and unknown vulnerabilities that were unique to
the organization. Data driven security hardening based on
actual events. Within a few weeks the solution was active
and monitoring the entire landscape, producing actual
vulnerabilities in real time so that they could be addressed
before the company faced any potential damage.
Continue to

Challenge
Details >

“We have unique code and therefore
unique threat potential that needs to
be addressed for our company, by our
company. We are confident that
SecurityBridge gives us a
comprehensive security solution that
allows us to keep our resources lean
and maximizes the ROI of our
existing infrastructure”
The CISO explained

Challenge Details

As part of its drive towards compliance, this European Insurance
company, continuously looks for advances in technology to
ensure that its valuable client focused information is secured.
The company CISO had worked with traditional patching-based
tools that would generate a lot false information and gave little
real insight into actual threats. The CISO decided to take a more
radical approach to implement smarter technology that provided
actionable intelligence based on anomaly detection and real
time alerts that would provide triage intelligence. SecurityBridge
provides us with Intelligence that is comprehensive, it’s not just
giving us more data on “known vulnerabilities” Its assessing our
entire Landscape across SAP applications, and code, and its
giving us actionable intelligence saving us time and effort and
most importantly bullet-proof security.
We wanted to make use of the SAP data within our SIEM tool,
ArcSight, and we were hugely impressed with how quickly
SecurityBridge enabled that. What was also of enormous benefit
is that not all the log sources are extracted, only the relevant
alerts, which makes monitoring so much easier. Within a few
days we were operational and suddenly getting real insight into
our actual vulnerabilities.

Continue to

Result >

The Result

Within days SecurityBridge was deployed and actionable
intelligence was being delivered allowing the SOC team to
confidently triage the alerts and to address them appropriately.
The company was also gaining a higher ROI of ArcSight as SAP
data was being delivered in Real Time and had visibility across
the entire landscape of applications and custom code. “We have
unique code and therefore unique threat potential that needs to
be addressed for our company, by our company. We are confident
that SecurityBridge gives us a comprehensive security solution
that allows us to keep our resources lean and maximizes the ROI
of our existing infrastructure”

SecurityBridge
A ONE-STOP SECURITY SOLUTION FOR SAP
Our holistic approach improves your SAP security posture
þ Real-Time Threat Detection
þ Code Vulnerability Analysis
þ Data Loss Prevention
þ SIEM Integration

Request a live demo. Eliminate cybersecurity threats within days, with realtime intelligence. Call us or contact us today.
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